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The McAfee Domain Health Check is a free service from McAfee to 
provide you with information on the publicly observed messaging and web
 traffic on your domain address and any associated net blocks that you 
provide. The information in this report comes from McAfee 
TrustedSource™ service, a public global reputation service that tracks 
messaging and web activity for domains on the Internet.

This report is not an exhaustive security audit for your domain, but can 
give you a reasonable indication of the type of traffic originating from your 
domain address to help you track and stop any potential problems. All the 
information in TrustedSource is obtained only by observing public traffic 
data from the global McAfee footprint.

We recommend you run this report periodically since network reputations 
can and do change over time.

mail.com is: 

Domain Reputations
Messaging Reputation:  Neutral 
No malicious or suspicious messaging behavior was detected for your network. Although no suspect was detected, TrustedSource does not 
have enough data for your domain to confirm a safe messaging environment.

Web Reputation:  Neutral 
Your Web Reputation score is neutral. A neutral score indicates a domain where no malicious activity has been noted. The majority of web 
sites score as a neutral web reputation.
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Messaging Results At-a-Glance
Malicious Senders: 
* Senders from which TrustedSource has recently seen malicious traffic 0

Suspicious Senders: 
* Senders from which TrustedSource has recently seen suspicious behavior 0

Active Senders: 
* Senders from which TrustedSource sees regular mail sending activity pattern 0

Dormant Senders: 
* Senders from which TrustedSource has seen only intermittent traffic 14

Total Senders: 14

Latest Active Senders
No Active Senders Found

Latest Active Intended Senders 
* Senders who appear from their configuration and sending behavior to be regular outbound email servers for this domain

No Active Intended Senders Found

Web Reputation
SmartFilter® categorization of the domain: None
Please refer to http://www.TrustedSource.org for more details on web reputation as well as directions on 
how to provide feedback to McAfee if you wish to alter the categorization of specific URLs.
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Messaging Reputation
TrustedSource has detected no malicious email activity originating from your domain at this 
time.
TrustedSource has detected no suspicious senders on your network at this time.
TrustedSource has detected 14 dormant senders on your network. Dormant senders on their 
own do not confirm malicious activity, but they do indicate sporadic email activity which is a 
characteristic of zombie computers, controlled remotely to send out spam.
TrustedSource has observed that the total number of sending machines is greater than the 
number of active intended senders. This might be a sign of zombies or rogue sending machines 
in your network. Remember that individual user machines should not be acting as SMTP email 
servers since all email from your organization should be coming from specific SMTP servers that
 have been configured as official outbound email gateways.
Although TrustedSource is unable to verify malicious activities arising from dormant or the total 
number of sending machines versus active intended senders, we can state that these situations 
do mirror known behaviors associated with malicious email activities. McAfee recommends that 
you implement a security monitoring system to identity machines that demonstrate zombie or 
rogue email activities. As these activities can occur randomly and/or infrequently they are 
difficult to identify while they are conducting malicious activities.

Web Reputation
The TrustedSource web reputation system is a dynamic URL reputation system that tracks tens 
of millions of URLs on the web. The system assigns a security score representing the level of 
maliciousness of the site and a category tag that identifies its content.
TrustedSource currently has your domain categorized as None. If you feel that the web 
categorization of your domain does not reflect the nature of your business, please go to 
http://www.TrustedSource.org to recommend a more appropriate web category for your site.
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Here are a few more things you can do to improve upon your overall network security:

For more details on McAfee Network Security products please register for the weekly 
webinars at http://www.securecomputing.com/weekly_webinar.htm

1. 

For more assistance with security of your domain please contact McAfee at 
DHC_Help@McAfee.com or visit our web site at http://www.SecureComputing.com

2. 

For additional information related to network security issues and best practices, you can 
also visit our white paper resource center at 
http://www.securecomputing.com/index.cfm?skey=1691

3. 

This report is designed for enterprise networks and may not be applicable to very small networks. For smaller networks, please see 
http://www.TrustedSource.org for free assessment of sending behavior within your domain.

Disclaimer: The contents of the report are based on the public data on messaging traffic and other communication originating from this domain as 
gathered by TrustedSource.org. There are many variables and conditions that can influence both the quality and accuracy of this information. McAfee
 does not warrant the information provided in this report and recommends domain owners get a detailed analysis done of the security of their domain 
by a security professional.


